
OSPREY ADDONS™
Customize and protect your pack with Osprey’s 
full line of AddOns.™ For the full lineup, please 
visit your local Osprey retailer or visit our web 
site www.ospreypacks.com.

PACK CARE 
Osprey recommends Nikwax® products for pack care. 
For complete instructions on cleaning your pack, visit: 
www.ospreypacks.com/PackTech/PackCare

Your pack is an extremely durable product built for years of use and 
abuse. However, some basic procedures will ensure that your pack 
holds up optimally. 

•	 	After	each	trip	be	sure	to	clean	out	your	pack	thoroughly.

•	 If	it’s	wet,	hang	it	to	dry.	

•	 Loosen	all	the	straps.

•	 Wash	your	pack	every	now	and	then.	(Do	not	immerse	 
	 travel	packs	with	our	High	Road™	Wheeled	Chassis.)	

HYDRAULICS™ RESERVOIR CARE
To clean your Osprey Hydraulics™ Reservoir we 
recommend the following in conjunction with 
Osprey’s Hydraulics™ Reservoir Cleaning Kit 
containing a reservoir cleaning brush, delivery 
system cleaning brush and a convenient drying rack:

•			 	Remove	the	Hydraulics™	Reservoir	from	its	
compartment prior to cleaning.

•		 	Soak	in	warm,	soapy	water.	Scrub	reservoir	
completely with cleaning brush. Rinse and hang to 
dry thoroughly using drying rack.

•	 	Leave	the	cap	off	for	drying	and	during	storage.

•	 	Incorporating	the	use	of	Hydraulics™	Cleaning	Tablets	on	a	
regular basis in conjunction with your cleaning kit is also very 
effective	in	cleaning	your	Hydraulics™	Reservoir.	Hydraulics™	
Cleaning Tablets are all natural, biodegradable and chlorine free 
and work with containers of all materials. For more information, 
please visit www.ospreypacks.com

GUARANTEE 
At Osprey, sustainability is designed into our packs, which are built 
to last a lifetime and backed by a superb guarantee, no matter how 
hard you are on your gear. Visit www.ospreypacks.com for details.

QUESTIONS?
Contact	Osprey	Customer	Service.	Real	help	from	real	people.	Scroll	
over the customer service tab at www.ospreypacks.com.

OSPREY PACKS, INC.  
115 PROGRESS CIRCLE , CORTEZ, CO 81321 USA         
866-284-7830

Congratulations	on	your	purchase	of	an	Osprey	Rev	Series	
pack. Our obsession with detail rewards you with a truly full-
featured pack and we want to be sure that you understand 
and utilize your new Osprey completely. Here’s a full tour of 
your pack from the ground up.
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REV 24 
The	Rev	24	is	a	panel	loading	technical	hydration	
pack ideal for longer duration trail running or 
endurance racing endeavors and designed 
specifically for outdoor enthusiasts and athletes 
who enjoy covering long distances quickly.

UNIQUE FEATURES
1	 	One	zippered	and	one	open	stretch	mesh	 

side pocket provide easily accessible  
storage options

2	 	Single	side	dual	stretch	mesh	harness	pockets	
provide easy access to energy snacks and other quickly needed items

3  Zippered stretch mesh Bodybelt pockets provide secure storage and easy 
access to essentials

4	 2.5	liter	Hydraulics™	LT	Reservoir	included	to	provide	on	the	go	hydration

SIZE CAPACITY WEIGHT
S/M	 1343	cu.in.	/	22	l	 1	lb	2	oz	/	0.50	kg

M/L	 1465	cu.in.	/	24	l	 1	lb	3	oz	/	0.54	kg

REV 18 
The	Rev	18	is	a	panel	loading	technical	hydration	
pack ideal for trail running or endurance racing 
endeavors and designed specifically for outdoor 
enthusiasts and athletes who enjoy covering long 
distances quickly.

UNIQUE FEATURES
1	 	Mesh	side	pocket	provide	easily	accessible	

storage options

2	 	Single	side	dual	stretch	mesh	harness	pockets	provide	easy	access	to	energy	
snacks and other quickly needed items

3  Zippered stretch mesh Bodybelt pockets provide secure storage and easy 
access to essentials

4	 	2.5	liter	Hydraulics™	LT	Reservoir	included	to	provide	on	the	go	hydration

SIZE CAPACITY WEIGHT
S/M	 976	cu.in.	/	16	l	 1	lb	1	oz	/	0.48	kg

M/L	 1098	cu.in.	/	18	l	 1	lb	2	oz	/	0.52	kg

REV 12 
The	Rev	12	is	a	panel	loading	technical	
hydration pack ideal for shorter duration trail 
running or endurance racing endeavors and 
designed specifically for outdoor enthusiasts 
and athletes who enjoy covering long 
distances quickly.

UNIQUE FEATURES
1	 	Stretch	mesh	side	pockets	provide	easily	accessible	storage	options

2	 	Single	side	dual	stretch	mesh	harness	pockets	provide	easy	access	to	energy	
snacks and other quickly needed items

3	 	Shoulder	harness	pocket	with	zippered	expansion	water	bottle	sleeve	provides	
additional external storage options

4	 	Zippered	stretch	mesh	Bodybelt	pockets	provide	secure	storage	and	easy	
access to essentials

5	 2.5	liter	Hydraulics™	LT	Reservoir	included	to	provide	on	the	go	hydration

SIZE CAPACITY WEIGHT
S/M	 610	cu.in.	/	10	l	 1	lb	1	oz	/	0.47	kg

M/L	 732	cu.in.	/	12	l	 1	lb	2	oz	/	0.50	kg

REV 6 
The	Rev	6	is	a	panel	loading	technical	hydration	
pack ideal for short duration trail running or 
endurance racing endeavors and designed 
specifically for outdoor enthusiasts and athletes 
who enjoy covering long distances quickly.

UNIQUE FEATURES
1	 	Stretch	mesh	side	pockets	provide	easily	

accessible storage options

2	 	Single	side	dual	stretch	mesh	harness	pockets	
provide easy access to energy snacks and other 
quickly needed items

3	 	Shoulder	harness	pocket	with	zippered	expansion	water	bottle	sleeve	
provides additional external storage options

4	 	1.5	liter	Hydraulics™	LT	Reservoir	included	to	provide	on	the	go	hydration

SIZE CAPACITY WEIGHT
S/M	 305	cu.in.	/	5	l	 0	lb	13	oz	/	0.38	kg

M/L	 366	cu.in.	/	6	l	 0	lb	14	oz	/	0.40	kg

REV 1.5 
The	Rev	1.5	is	a	minimalist	style,	panel	
loading technical hydration pack ideal for 
short duration trail running or endurance 
racing endeavors and designed specifically 
for outdoor enthusiasts and athletes who 
enjoy covering long distances quickly.

UNIQUE FEATURES
1	 	Single	side	dual	stretch	mesh	harness	pockets	provide	easy	access	to	energy	

snacks and other quickly needed items

2	 1.5	liter	Hydraulics™	LT	Reservoir	included	to	provide	on	the	go	hydration

SIZE CAPACITY WEIGHT
S/M	 61	cu.in.	/	1	l	 0	lb	10	oz	/	0.28	kg

M/L	 92	cu.in.	/	1.5	l	 0	lb	11	oz	/	0.30	kg

REV SOLO 
The	Rev	Solo	is	a	technical	lumbar	style	water	bottle	sling	ideal	for	trail	
running or endurance racing endeavors and designed specifically for outdoor 
enthusiasts and athletes who enjoy covering long distances quickly.

UNIQUE FEATURES
1	 	Zippered	touchscreen	smart	phone	pocket	for	protected	and	quick	access

2  Zippered stretch mesh body belt pocket provide secure storage for small 
items

3	 600ml	BPA-free	Hydraulics™	Sports	Bottle	included

SIZE CAPACITY WEIGHT
OS	 N/A	cu.in.	/	N/A	l	 0	lb	14	oz	/	0.12	kg 1



DIGIFLIP™ MEDIA POCKET

Each	Rev	Series	pack	excluding	
the	Rev	Solo	features	a	removable,	
drop	down	DigiFlip™	media	pocket	
providing secure storage and 
quick access to all manner of 
touch screen mobile devices. Also 
featuring a stretch mesh pocket 
for convenient food/trash storage, 
the	DigiFlip	™	media	pocket	
provides innovative, on the go 
access to essentials.

ZIPPERED TOP SLASH POCKET

Every	Rev	Series	Pack	excluding	
the	Rev	Solo	features	a	top	
zippered slash pocket providing 
secure storage for smaller items.

FRONT PANEL BUNGEE

Each	harnessed	Rev	Series	Pack	
features an elasticized front 
panel bungee to provide additional 
external storage capacity.

HYDRATION COMPARTMENT

Each	Rev	Series	pack	features	a	
dual zippered, dedicated hydration 
compartment with an integrated 
reservoir stabilization band and top 
hose exit port designed for stable, 
secure reservoir storage for on the  
go hydration.

HYDRAULICS™ LT RESERVOIR

The lightweight and streamlined 
Hydraulics™	LT	Reservoir	available	
in	1.5	and	2.5	liter	capacities	is	
designed specifically for fast and 
light movement using only the best 
available materials. Key features of 
the	Hydraulics™	LT	Reservoir	include:

•	 	BPA	,	PVC	and	taste	free	
Metallocene PE high strength film 
with an antimicrobial formula to 
prevent bacteria and mold

•	 	Built-in	180	degree	pivot	on-off	
magnetic bite valve with included 
sternum strap magnet

•	 	Included	reservoir	hose	
QuickConnect™ system allows you 
to easily disconnect the hose for 
faster refilling

•	 	Welded,	dual	side	chevron	baffles	
reduce barreling and sloshing while 
maintaining reservoir shape

•	 	Flexible,	¼”/6.35	mm	reservoir	
hose provides faster water fill 

•	 	¾	turn	fill	cap	for	opening/closing	
that is quick and secure

 
USING QUICK CONNECT

The	Hydraulics™	LT	reservoir	hose	
utilizes a quick connect attachment 
for quick removal, filling and filtering. 
Simply	press	the	red	button	on	the	
quick attach to remove the upper 
section of hose and when reinstalling, 
push the quick attach nozzle into the 
reservoir hose until an audible click 
is heard.

 REV SERIES SHARED FEATURES*  
*Excludes Rev Solo

KEY FABRICS

+	 70D	x	70D	three	line	ripstop	nylon

+	 70D	x	160D	dobby

REV BACKPANEL

Each	Rev	Series	pack	features	a	reverse	spacer	mesh	backpanel	
which is a highly breathable mesh wrap providing a soft, irritation 
free contact surface for the ultimate in backpanel comfort and high 
activity performance.

BIOSTRETCH™ BODY WRAP HARNESS

Rev	Series	packs	feature	the	BioStretch™	BodyWrap	Harness	
designed to move with you during high activity endeavors. Features 
of	the	BioStretch™	BodyWrap	harness	include:

•	 	Chest	strap	buckle	with	built-in	magnet	for	quick	bite-valve	
attachment

•	 	Adjustable/removable	dual	chest	straps	for	pack	stability

•	 	Front	harness	gear	and	food	organizational	pockets	to	keep	items	
accessible on the go

•	 	Breathable,	spacer	mesh	wrap	with	soft,	irritation	free	contact	
surface designed for comfort and performance

BIOSTRETCH™ BODY BELT (24L/18L/12L)

The	Rev	BioStretch™	Bodybelt	featuring	stabilization	wings	is	
designed for stability and comfort during high activity endeavors 
with features including:

•	 	Reverse	spacer	mesh	covered	,	perforated	foam	construction	for	
comfort and stability

•	 	Modified	straight	ErgoPull™	Bodybelt	closure	system	for	full	wrap	
stability and support

•	 	Zippered	stretch	mesh	Bodybelt	pockets	for	quick	access	to	
essentials

A   POSITIONING THE BIOSTRETCH™ 
BODYWRAP SHOULDER HARNESS

  Buckle the dual chest straps with 
enough tension to position the 
shoulder harness straps where they 
are comfortable with the top chest 
strap	positioned	1-2”/2.5-5	cm	below	
the collar bone. The bottom chest 
strap can be moved up and down to 
balance pack stability and ease of 
breathing.

B  PACK POSITIONING/TIGHTENING THE 
BODYWRAP SHOULDER HARNESS

  The pack body needs to sit up higher 
than	usual	and	this	will	feel	different	
than the typical fit of one of our 
daypacks. Tighten the webbing 
connected to the harness to pull 
the pack in horizontally against the 
body increasing overall stability. 
With	the	REV	12/18/24	tension	the	
hipbelt after positioning the pack 
body remembering that it is not as 
important to place it directly over the 
iliac crest as done with a traditional 
backpack as the weight is being 
supported by the shoulder harness.

C  CHEST STRAP ADJUSTMENT/
POSITIONING

  Ensure the top chest strap is still 
1-2”/2.5-5	cm	below	the	collar	bone,	
tightening the chest strap enough to 
position the harness away from the 
movement of your arms and shoulders. 
Tighten and adjust the height of the 
lower chest strap to the point where 
you can still comfortably expand 
your chest when breathing and also 
stabilize	the	pack.	With	both	of	the	
dual chest straps tightened and 
positioned correctly it should feel like 
wearing a vest

REV SERIES SIZING AND FITTING

Utilizing a unique harness and fit system to maximize stability 
when	moving	at	a	faster	pace	over	varied	terrain,	Rev	Series	packs	
utilize	a	different	sizing	and	fitting	system	than	our	larger	volume	
packs. As the harness system carries the entire load on the smaller 
volume Rev packs and a majority of the load in the larger volumes, 
the	Rev	Series	packs	are	sized	to	match	the	user’s	apparel	size	as	
opposed to being sized using torso length. To properly fit your Rev 
Series	pack:

ADDITIONAL FIT TIPS  FOR WOMEN

Fit	technique	and	preference	will	vary	from	woman	to	woman.	Some	
will prefer the shoulder harness to sit to the side of the chest, while 
others will prefer it to sit over their chest. This may be the same with 
the dual chest strap positioning. Adjust the height of the straps and 
the position of the shoulder harness to a variety of placements for 
different	fit.	The	bottom	chest	strap	is	removable	but	this	is	not	as	
optimal for pack stability as each user’s perception of comfort and 
performance varies.
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